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• Automatic verification of input information • Insert notes using the virtual piano or via the keyboard • Multiple
score print formats • MIDI recording • Online tutorial • Music library • 3 different templates and 115 unique
symbols for note placement • Adjustable tab format • Reworked interface and improved performance • Smart
chord recognition • Count-in-time, note-off and time signature detection • Song metronome • Splitting instruments
in different tracks • Note type editor • Tabs and chords available in the instrument • On-screen metronome • Print
score on paper • Music notation is available for: • Piano • Acoustic and electronic guitars • Flute, piccolo, whistle,
oboe, clarinet • Violin, viola, cello, bass • Drums, percussion • Mixed orchestra • Orchestra • Barbershop • Choir •
Standard guitar tunings • Low E • High E • Low A • High A • Double Flat • Double Sharp • Alto • Tenor • Bass •
Bb • Eb • Db • Cb • Bass • Eb • Db • Cb • Low E • High E • Low A • High A • Natural • Open • Pedal • Side •
Open str. • Square • System • System Reverb • 2-Octave • 1-Octave • No octave • Chromatic • Tone • Hi-Hat •
Open hi-hat • Side hi-hat • Foot • Tuned • Open or Tuned • Side or Tuned • Bend • Open-Bend or Tuned-Bend •
Open-Toe or Tuned-Toe • Closed-Bend or Tuned-Bend • Closed-Toe or Tuned-Toe • Open-Port or Tuned-Port •
Closed-Port or Tuned-Port • Open-Key or Tuned-Key • Closed-Key or Tuned-Key • Small Pipes • Large Pipes •
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Hi-hat • Open Hi-hat • Side Hi-hat • Foot Hi-hat • Open-Tone • Tuned-Tone • Closed-Tone • Open-Open •
Closed-Open • Open-Major • Closed

MagicScore Note Free
MagicScore Note is a powerful tool designed to simplify and automate your daily tasks, while enhancing the
overall musical experience. Its help comes in the form of an intuitive notation interface, MIDI and text editing, as
well as a convenient output editor. MagicScore Note allows users to use their existing MIDI files as a composition
and perform them on any device they desire. Simply import them into the tool to see the scores and metadata,
while modifying it as you see fit. With the unique features of MagicScore Note, you are able to perform live music
notation on a range of devices. A host of apps can be connected to the software to receive audio from a digital
keyboard, pad, instrument or computer. The resulting audio can be saved in a text file and exported to a variety of
formats, including WAV, MIDI and MP3. New and exciting features include the ability to swap to a "holding"
score or to enter the score directly on a device. This allows the user to change the placement of the notes on the
stave at any time as long as they have the notes in the right place on their device. Soothing the composer: An
integrated metronome can be used to manage timing and beat, while the built-in playback editor can allow users to
hear the score with their headphones. A convenient output editor allows users to easily export the resulting score to
other music notation and songwriting software. A powerful score editor: MagicScore Note can read and write
scores in any file format, including WAV and MIDI. It can be used to manually create new scores and to print to
any standard music score paper. Users can play back the score in real time or create a single track per line and
playback in a different speed. Natural notation: For users who prefer to view the score in its original form,
MagicScore Note supports a variety of ways to display the notation. MagicScore Note also includes a rich library
with over 11,000 symbols, all accessible through the library window. Pricing and Availability: MagicScore Note is
currently available on the App Store for free, with no ads or in-app purchases. Music Editors Software Reviews:
Download and try it free for 30 days: =============================================== ★ LIKE
and SUBSCRIBE ★ =============================================== Music Pro Audio's
Facebook: 77a5ca646e
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Meet the new chord in town! ChordSniper is the complete chord recognition and creation solution for guitar, bass,
ukulele and any other electric instrument. You'll find chord charts, chord measures, chords, scales, tabs and more,
all at your fingertips. ChordSniper recognizes over 2000 chord types and has extensive chord chart support. Chord
charts and chord diagrams are great for learning and creating new songs. ChordSniper Chord Chart Features
Import, play and print chord diagrams Chord diagrams can be imported in a variety of formats including;
ChordSniper Chord Chart, JamPlay Chord Chart and your own custom XML file. Widgets - style, size and
placement options The user can set the tab-stave and layout, change color and font, add special symbols and even
convert lyrics into chord symbols. ChordSniper includes chord grids, chord measures, chords, scales, tabs and
more to help you identify chords, sing and play along with songs. ChordSniper Chord Chart Features Play chords
ChordSniper Chord Chart can play the chords you create. Write songs, play along and sing ChordSniper can write
song lyrics, chords, play along, print chord charts and chords and convert lyrics to chord symbols. Complete chord
recognition and creation ChordSniper recognizes chords, chord measures, scales, different inversions and
inversions, arpeggios and more. Create a chord chart in minutes Import from chord sheets, JamPlay, Jam Chord
Set or your own custom XML files. Over 1,000 chord types supported You can import chord diagrams, chord
measures and chords for any instrument, including guitars, basses, ukuleles, mandolins, banjos, violins and more.
ChordSniper Chord Chart Features Web version - tab-stave chord, chords and much more ChordSniper includes a
full-featured web version, which allows you to create, view and share chord charts online. Import XML - chord
grids, chord measures and chords Import an XML file from an instrument manufacturer, chord sheet maker or you
and have it automatically recognized by ChordSniper. Output - chord diagrams, chord measures and chords Print a
chord diagram in full-page format, print chords in a special grid format, write a song in lyrics format and print
tabbed lyrics.

What's New In MagicScore Note?
MagicScore Note provides music aficionados with an intuitive notation and song writing software solution ready to
assist them in learning about the theoretical part of musical instrument playback. Featuring automatic verification
of input information, intuitive note placement and MIDI recording, this application can prove to be a real asset for
those who want to create their own compositions. Straightforward usage and built-in tutorials The intuitive
interface, alongside the integrated helper and the detailed usage instructions that greet you from the start make the
application very easy to get accustomed with, especially for those who have worked with similar software before.
Adding notes to the stave is just a matter of selecting the desired symbol from the library and clicking exactly
where you want the note to be placed. Alternatively, you can insert notes using the virtual piano. An intuitive
music notation application MagicScore Note enables you to number measures, adjust spaces between them, insert
offsets of staff, chord names, guitar diagrams, note accidentals and write lyrics, comments or references above
each note. You can set the tablature, the scale and the staff interval, choose the string tuning from the available
templates and even assign notes to a second voice. The integrated MIDI recorder features a built-in metronome to
help you manage rhythm, while player enables you to listen to instruments separately or the entire song. Switches
focus to music composition With its intuitive editing tools and score printing capabilities, MagicScore Note is a
must-have tool for all music composers. Its rich toolset allows them to focus on their music rather than the
accuracy of notes placed on the stave. Advertisement MagicScore Note - musical notation software From the
Manufacturer MagicScore Note provides music aficionados with an intuitive notation and song writing software
solution ready to assist them in learning about the theoretical part of musical instrument playback. Featuring
automatic verification of input information, intuitive note placement and MIDI recording, this application can
prove to be a real asset for those who want to create their own compositions.Straightforward usage and built-in
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tutorialsThe intuitive interface, alongside the integrated helper and the detailed usage instructions that greet you
from the start make the application very easy to get accustomed with, especially for those who have worked with
similar software before.Adding notes to the stave is just a matter of selecting the desired symbol from the library
and clicking exactly where you want the note to be placed. Alternatively, you can insert notes using the virtual
piano.An intuitive music notation applicationMagicScore Note enables you to number measures, adjust spaces
between them, insert offsets of staff, chord names, guitar diagrams, note accidentals and write lyrics, comments or
references above each note.You can set the tablature, the scale and the staff interval, choose the string tuning from
the available templates and even assign notes to a second voice.The integrated MIDI recorder features a built-in
metronome to help you manage rhythm, while player enables you to listen to
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System Requirements:
The minimum system requirements are recommended. Your CPU must be at least: Intel Core i3 AMD Phenom II
X4 or Athlon II X4 4 GB RAM 2 GB Graphics Card Sound card compatible with DirectX 9.0c Hard Disk space 2
GB Linux: Ubuntu 12.04 or later, Xubuntu 12.04 or later, Mint 14 or later, Kubuntu 12.04 or later, Lubuntu 12.04
or later, Linux Mint 12 or later, Linux 13 or later,
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